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At The Place we’re passionate about giving 
children access to fantastic theatre experiences. 
In summer 2021, because we weren’t able to invite 
children & families into our theatre we decided to 
take incredible dance shows directly into schools. 

The Playground Tour 2021 included a double bill of two 
different performances showcasing a range of dance 
forms. The shows had a simple set up that popped up 
in playgrounds across Camden.  We scheduled two 
performances per day, working around the school 
timetable, breaks and lunchtimes, and reached 1,200 
children in six days of touring.

In this pack you’ll find details of the 2021 double bill, to 
give you a flavour of the work we toured, and also some 
ideas about our aspirations for touring in 2022.

We’re interested in partnering with organisations that 
want to co-commission outdoor dance performances 
for schools, and find touring opportunities in your local 
area.

‘After a really difficult year, The 
Playground Tour was a joyful & happy 
experience that raised spirits. 
We were all inspired and entertained. 
Thank you!’
- Teacher Feedback



the album:
skool edition
By SAY
Dancers Sarah Golding (STOMP, Ballet Boyz) and Yukiko Masui (So You Think You Can 
Dance) created the album: skool edition for The Place Playground Tour 2021. The work 
celebrates the joy and innocence of making up dances to popular music. They worked with 
music artists, and combined dynamic contemporary styles to create a slick and playful 
performance. 

 ‘The dance was exciting!
 I didn’t know dance could be like that that!’
  - Student Feedback

SAY was born from Sarah Golding and Yukiko Masui’s ambition to challenge the classicist 
norm that often lies in the contemporary dance sector and to find again the innocence in 
creativity that can sometimes get lost through formal training. Creating fast-paced and 
slick contemporary dance routine on underground music, Sarah and Yuki’s energy is 
infectious!

Watch the Trailer

https://vimeo.com/621849291


PLI
By Viktor Cernický
As part of the Creative Europe funded project Shape It, we were able to invite Viktor to 
create an outdoor version of PLI for the Playground Tour. 

PLI is an unpredictable and playful show that sees one performer turn 22 chairs 
into incredible pieces of architecture. Through patience, determination and creative 
construction, ordinary objects suddenly become extraordinary!

  ‘The children and staff were enthralled, after months of
  looking at screens it was a wonderful live experience.’
  - Teacher Feedback

PLI brings together 22 conference chairs, obsessive rhythm and one devoted man. On a 
small platform, Viktor Cernický dives resolutely into infinite construction, reconstruction 
and deconstruction of the universe. The outcome is a clever and playful solo, a physical 
metaphor for endless human dynamics, patience and striving that turns even the most 
ordinary objects into incredible pieces of architecture.

Watch the Trailer

https://vimeo.com/396785286


THE PLAYGROUND
TOUR 2022
We are planning to commission two new short dance 

works to tour playgrounds in summer 2022. 

We’ll be looking for work which is playful, showcases a 

diverse range of dance practices and styles, and which 

has a simple technical set up so that it can work across 

a range of outdoor spaces and timetable commitments 

in schools. 

We are interested to hear from potential partners who 

would like to collaborate to commission and tour work 

next summer.

We’re also interested in onward touring opportunities 

for the work that is commissioned, to outdoor festivals 

& other community settings. 

CONTACT
For booking and more information please contact:  
Emilie Labourey, Projects Producer
Emilie.Labourey@theplace.org.uk

mailto:Emilie.Labourey%40theplace.org.uk?subject=


ABOUT THE PLACE
The Place, London’s creative powerhouse for dance development, has been 

leading the way in dance training, creation and performance for 50 years. In 

a changing landscape, our vision for the future remains steadfast:  We are 

powering imagination through dance, championing new ideas, embracing risks 

and creating a dance ecosystem unlike any other in the world, with optimal 

conditions for dance artists and enthusiasts to realise their full potential. The 

Place is home to London Contemporary Dance School, an extensive theatre 

and artist development programme, education projects, a range of classes and 

courses and a nationwide touring model. As a pioneering dance organisation, 

we are committed to creating no-barriers access to  xciting dance experiences 

and opportunities for everybody, offering a diverse and dynamic theatre 

programme for audiences, empowering artists and dance makers and giving 

young people access to the highest quality opportunities to touch their lives 

with dance.

theplace.org.uk

CREDITS
For the album

Created and performed by Sarah Golding and Yukiko Masui.
Co-produced by The Place. Commissioned by The Place and Dance East.

For PLI

Concept, choreography and performance: Viktor Cernický

Lighting design: Zuzana Režná

Dramaturgy: Lukáš Karásek

Technical production: Drahomír Stulír

Trailer: Pavel Mezihorák

Co-production: Tanec Praha / PONEC – dance venue

Premiere: 11th November 2018, PONEC – dance venue

In collaboration with: Tanec Praha / PONEC - dance venue (CZ), BuranTeatr Brno (CZ), CNK Záhra-

da Banská Bystrica (SK), Théâtre De L’arsenal Val-de-Reuil (FR), CIRQUEON Praha (CZ), Alfréd ve 

dvore Theatre (CZ), Studio Alta and Festival Bazaar (CZ), Pôton Theatre (SK), Festival Kiosk (SK), 

CSC – Centro per la Scena Contemporanea Bassano del Grappa (IT)

Financially supported by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic and The City

of Brno.
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